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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.
A router receiving BGP routing updates from multiple neighbors
for routers in AS 690. What is the reason that the router still
sends traffic that is destined to AS 690 to a neighbor other
than 10.222.1.1?

A. The local preference value should be set to the same value
as the weight in the route map.
B. The local preference value in another neighbor statement is
higher than 250.
C. The weight value in another neighbor statement is higher
than 200.
D. The route map is applied in the wrong direction.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Identify the missing word(s) from the following sentence. A
project is a [?] that is created for the purpose of delivering
one or more business products according to an agreed Business
Case
A. Series of initiatives
B. Temporary organization
C. Business as usual activity
D. Permanent team
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Sie planen, ein Azure-Speicherkonto in der Azure-Region von
East US 2 zu erstellen.
Sie mÃ¼ssen ein Speicherkonto erstellen, das die folgenden
Anforderungen erfÃ¼llt:
* Repliziert synchron
* Bleibt verfÃ¼gbar, wenn ein einzelnes Rechenzentrum in der
Region ausfÃ¤llt
Wie sollten Sie das Speicherkonto konfigurieren? WÃ¤hlen Sie
zum Beantworten die entsprechenden Optionen im Antwortbereich
aus.
HINWEIS: Jede richtige Auswahl ist einen Punkt wert.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Box 1: Zone-redundant storage (ZRS)
Zone-redundant storage (ZRS) replicates your data synchronously
across three storage clusters in a single region.
LRS would not remain available if a data center in the region
fails
GRS and RA GRS use asynchronous replication.
Box 2: StorageV2 (general purpose V2)
ZRS only support GPv2.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storage-r
edundancy

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storage-r
edundancy-zrs
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